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Game semantics and linear CPS interpretation�
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Abstract

We present a semantic analysis of the “linearly used continuation-passing interpretation” of func-
tional languages, based on game semantics. This consists of a category of gameswith a coherence con-
dition onmoves—yielding a fully completemodel of an affine-type theory—andasyntax-independent
andfull embedding of a category of Hyland–Ong/Nickau-style “well-bracketed” games into it. We
show that this embedding corresponds precisely to linear CPS interpretation in its action on a games
model of call-by-value PCF, yielding a proof offull abstractionfor the associated translation. We
discuss extensions of the semantics to deal with recursive types, call-by-name evaluation, non-local
jumps, and state.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Continuation-passing-style (CPS) interpretation is widely used for implementing and
reasoning about typed and untyped functional languages. However, a limitation of the
standard CPS interpretation is its failure to capture the constraints on control flow which
typically exist in such languages. This is because continuations become first-class objects in
the interpretation which may passed as arguments to procedures, although this corresponds
to behaviour in the source language only if the latter also treats continuations as first-class
objects (using a construct such ascall/cc).
One solution to this problem is based on the observation that continuations in functional

languages are always usedlinearly [11,17,8]. Thus, we may obtain a finer-grained analysis
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of CPS translation, for example, by using a target language withlinear types. This paper is
a semantic investigation of such a “linear CPS interpretation”.
Our interpretationwill be basedongamesemantics. Gameshavebeenused to givemodels

of both purely functional languages[6,14,24,22,3]and other features, including first-class
continuations[16], but also state[2,5] and other side-effects, which are free of “junk”. We
will prove such a result for a target model for linear CPS, using the fact that games allow
intensional phenomena such as control flow and linear use of resources to be represented
concretely in terms of behavioural constraints.

1.1. Related work

Connections betweenCPSand linearity have beenmade by several researchers, including
Filinski [11]. Danvy and Pfenning[10], observed linearity invariants for CPS which have
subsequently been formalized by Polakow and Pfenning usingordered linear logic[29].
This work is associated with the use of linearity in the analysis of CPS implementations,
which could also be studied from a game semantics perspective, but it will not be pursued
here.
Explicit linear typings for CPS translations (such as that used here for the call-by-value

�-calculus) were given by Berdine et al.[8]. Their work also examines of the rôle played by
linear continuations in a range of other control features (short of first class continuations)
such as exceptions, jumps and coroutines. In a companion paper[9], the problemof showing
that the first of these translations is complete (in the sense that the target language does
not contain any “junk” at linear types) is considered, with a result dependent on a heavy
restriction of the types in the target language. Other work along these lines includes a simple
and fully complete linear CPS translation of (finitary) PCF presented independently by the
author[17]. Hasegawa[12] describes a similar result for call-by-value in a more general
setting. We will show how similar results may be obtained by semantic means.
On the applications side, Zdancewic and Myers[32] have describe a linear CPS inter-

pretation of a language with security, using ordered linear continuations to reason about
interference between high- and low-security variables. By combining the approach de-
scribed here with work on the game semantics of references[5], we would seem to have
the basis for a semantic approach to analysing linear continuations and security, but much
work remains to be done.
A game semantic study of CPS interpretation appeared in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis

[16]. This contains results analogous to those described here; it was shown that a “direct”
gamesmodel of PCFwith first-class continuations is equivalent to an interpretation via CPS
translation.

1.2. Overview

The primary aim of this paper is to give a (games) semantics of linear CPS interpretation
by describing a category of “coherence games”,CG, with which wemodel a target language
for linear CPS translation(�Aff ), a dual affine/intuitionistic�-calculus) and a functor into
CG from a category of games used tomodel call-by-value PCF, and showing that this functor
corresponds to linear CPS translation.
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We obtain coherence games by adding a “coherence relation” to Hyland–Ong-style are-
nas. We show that this yields sufficient structure to model�Aff (a symmetric monoidal
product with certain exponentials, cartesian products and a co-monad!) and that this model
is universal for�Aff extended with a constant for divergence.
We then define a full and faithful functor� from a categoryWB of “well-bracketed”

Hyland–Ong/Nickau-style games (essentially those used to model PCF in[14,24]) into the
co-Kleisli categoryCG!, using the question and answer labelling on each well-bracketed
arena to define an associated coherence relation.
We show that the extension of�Aff with primitive types such asnat can be interpreted

in a category of indexed families of coherence gamesFam(CG). The functor� extends
naturally to amonad morphism{�} which sends the lifting monad onFam(WB), used by
Abramsky andMcCusker[3] tomodel call-by-valuePCF, to amonad of linear continuations
on Fam(CG!). We use this result to establish that linear CPS translation from call-by-
value PCF to�Aff corresponds to the action of� by showing that for all PCF termsM,
[[M]]Fam(WB) = [[M]]Fam(CG!)—i.e. the following diagram commutes:

PCFv
[[_]]Fam(WB) ��

(_)

��

Fam(WB)

{�}

��
�Aff

[[_]]Fam(CG!) �� Fam(CG!)

The key property distinguishing linear CPS translation from its non-linear counterpart is
that it does not introduce “junk” into the interpretation of functional languages such as PCF.
However, formalizing and proving this satisfactorily for source languages with recursion
is not entirely straightforward[9]. In the semantic world, we are able to demonstrate com-
pleteness simply by showing that the functor� is full. Moreover, we are able to use these
properties to prove syntactic completeness results such asfull abstractionfor linear CPS
translation. In particular, full abstraction for the well-bracketed model[3] of call-by-value
PCF implies full abstraction for the CPS translation.
In terms of game semantics, our interpretation can be seen as an analysis of thebracketing

condition[6,14]. This is a constraint on games and strategies; intuitively it corresponds to
the “stackability” of continuation parameters in linear CPS[10]. The direct games models
of PCF with first-class continuations in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis[16] are based simply on
abandoning this condition. A connection between bracketing and linearity is evident in one
direction; in a well-bracketed sequence, every question has at most one answer. Perhaps
more surprising is a result proved here—that under appropriate conditions, an innocent
strategy which answers each question at most once must be well-bracketed.
Both game semantics and CPS interpretation have been proposed as general settings in

which a variety of imperative and control effects can be studied. For example, in[8], it is
shown that several other control features, including exception-handling,GOTO-style jumps
and coroutines can be given linear CPS translations into�Aff , and hence modelled in our
category of games. These examples are mostly confined to languages without higher-order
procedures, and so rather than being a complete account are suggestive of a role for linearity
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in understanding these hybrid features, which combine state-like aspects with control in a
complexway.Game semantics has been proposed as the basis for a semantics of such hybrid
effects[18] since it allows state and control to be combined seamlessly. Other phenomena,
such as call-by-name versus call-by-value have also been studied both via games[13,20]
and continuations[31,30]. Thus, we conclude this paper by examining some of the issues
arising when extending or adapting the game semantics of linear continuation passing with
other features of programming languages, such as recursive types, call-by-name evaluation,
backwards jumps and state.

1.3. Linear CPS translation

Consider Plotkin’s call-by-value CPS translation[27], which may be given, naively, as
follows:
• x = �k.(k x),
• �x.M = �k.(k (�x.M)),
• M N = �k.(M (�m.N (�n.(m n) k))).
The linear typing of the interpretation is based on the observation that in each case the
current continuation (k) is used precisely once. By contrast, the associated translation of
call/cc:

call/ccM = �k.(M (�m.(m �ab.(k a)) k))

contains multiple occurrences of the current continuation (and passes it as an argument to
a non-linear term).
In order to express these properties as linear typings, we adopt as a target language for

linear CPS translation, a�-calculus over dual linear and non-linear contexts in the style of
Barber’s DILL [7] and essentially the same as the CPS calculi in[29,17,8]. We shall study
anaffineversion as this is simpler to model and retains the key property that the affine CPS
translation of call-by-value is fully abstract.
Rather than using all of the connectives of intuitionistic linear logic, we restrict ourselves

to the connectives�,⇒,&. This results in a simple calculus with a sufficiently fine-
grained-type system to capture the properties of linearCPS. Itmay be viewed as the negative
fragment of a version of polarized linear logic[19]. 1

The types of�Aff are generated from a basisB of primitive datatypes such asnat,
together with a distinguished atomic type R—the “answer type” of the CPS translation—by
the connectives⇒,�,& (intuitionistic implication, linear implication, and linear additive
product):

S, T ::= B | R | S�T | S&T | S ⇒ T

1 To capture the linear/non-linear aspect of�Aff , we require both exponentials and liftings (both swap polarities,
but the former also allow contraction, whilst the latter do not). The types of�Aff correspond to negative types
under the following representations:
R = ⊥,
S�T =↑ S⊥ T ,
S ⇒ T =?S⊥ T ,
SequentsA1, . . . , Am;B1, . . . Bn�T in �Aff correspond to polarized linear logic sequents of the form
?A⊥
1 , . . . ,?A⊥

m,↑ B⊥
1 , . . . ,↑ B⊥

n , T .
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Table 1
Typing judgements for�Aff

�;�,x:T �x:T (Var) �;�,x:S�M:T
�,x:S;��M:T (Der)

�;�,x:S�M:T
�;���x.M:S�T

(� − I ) �;��N :S �;�′�M:S�T
�;�,�′�M N :T (� − E)

�,x:S;��M:T
�;���x.M:S⇒T

(⇒ −I ) �;_�N :S �;��M:S⇒T
�;��M N :T (⇒ −E)

�;��M:S �;��N :T
�;��〈M,N〉:S&T

(& − I ) �;��M:T1&T2
�;���i (M):Ti

(& − E)

Terms-in-context of�Aff (Table 1) have the form�;��M : T—i.e. there are two ‘zones’
(multisets of typed variables) to the left of the turnstyle, of which the first is intuitionistic,
and the second is affine. The rules for the connective⇒ combine the familiar rules for! and
�—i.e.⇒ elimination combines promotionwith� elimination. The basic term-language
itself is just the�-calculuswith pairing (to whichwemay add constants formanipulating the
datatypes). Unlike[8], a single, standard notation for�-abstraction and application is used
for the introduction and elimination of both⇒ and�, so the type which can be assigned
to a term-in-context is not unique. Following[8], we may now exhibit the linear typing of
the Plotkin-style linear CPS interpretation.

Definition 1.1. The linear CPS translation of simple types of the call-by-value�-calculus
is as follows:
B = B, if B is an atomic type,
S ⇒ T = S ⇒ (T ⇒ R)�R.

Proposition 1.2. If M : T is a�v term-in-context with free variablesx1 : S1, . . . , xn : Sn

then its CPS translation may be typed as a�Aff term-in-contextx1 : S1, . . . , xn : Sn;_�M :
(T ⇒ R)�R.

2. Game semantics

We shall now present a category of games in the style of Hyland and Ong[14], and
Nickau[24], which will be used to define a semantics of�Aff (over an empty set of primitive
datatypes) in which every compact strategy is definable as a term of�Aff extended with a
constant for divergence.
We extend HO-arenas with a notion ofcoherencein the form of a symmetric relation

on moves, and a corresponding refinement of the definition of legal sequence. A second
significant feature is that we drop the “Opponent visibility” condition imposed in[14]; this
actually cuts down the space of innocent and coherent strategies, allowing a universality
result to be proved.
First, we shall briefly describeunderlyingarenas and innocent strategies, whichwill form

a basis for both the model of�Aff (by adding a coherence relation) and for well-bracketed
models of PCF, etc. (by adding a question/answer labelling to moves). These are essentially
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the standard notions of HO-style game semantics, introduced in[14] and developed in
[22,16], to which we refer for more detailed explanations.

Definition 2.1. AnarenaA is a pair〈MA, �A〉.MA is a set ofmoves, and�A ⊆ (MA)∗×MA

(where(MA)∗ = MA ∪ {∗}, for a special token∗ �∈ MA) is anenablingrelation, which
allows a uniquepolarity to beinferred for each move, according to the following rules:
m is anO-move if it is initial (i.e.∗�a), or is enabled by someP-move.
m is a Player (P)-move if it is enabled by someO-move.

A justified sequenceover an arenaA is a sequence of elements ofMA in which each non-
initial moveacomeswith a pointer to a preceding, enablingmovejs(a). The setLA of legal
sequences onA consists of the justified sequences which arealternating—Player moves
follow Opponent moves and vice versa. The product and function-space constructions on
arenas are standard[14,22].

Definition 2.2. For arenasA1, A2, define:
• A1× A2 = 〈MA1 + MA2, {〈〈m, i〉, 〈n, i〉〉 | m�Ai

n} ∪ {〈∗, 〈m, i〉〉 | ∗ �Ai
m}〉,

• A1 → A2 = 〈MA1 + MA2, {〈〈m, i〉, 〈n, i〉〉 | m�Ai
n} ∪ {〈〈m,2〉, 〈n,1〉〉 | ∗ �A2m ∧

∗�A1n} ∪ {〈∗, 〈m,2〉〉 | ∗ �A2m}〉.
The empty arena (which has an empty set of moves) will be written1.

The behaviour of an innocent strategy is determined by the Player view of the current
sequence[14,22].

Definition 2.3. The Player view of a non-empty justified sequences is a subsequence�s�
of s, defined by induction as follows:
�sa� = �s�a, if a is a Player move,
�sa� = a, if a is an initial Opponent move,
�satb� = �s�ab, if b is an Opponent move justified bya.
The Player view ofs is legal if every move in�s� points to a previous move in�s�— i.e.
�s� is itself a legal sequence.

Strategies on HO-games are generally represented as even-prefix-closed sets of even-
length legal sequences. We will simply represent an innocent strategy as its set of views,
from which we can obtain a strategy represented in the former style by taking theview-
closure.

Definition 2.4. An innocent strategy is a set of even-length legalP-views which is non-
empty, even-prefix-closed and even-branching—i.e.sab, sac∈ � impliesb = c.
Given a strategy� : A, the “view closure”VC(�) is defined to be the least set of legal
sequences onAsuch thatε ∈ VC(�), and ifs ∈ VC(�) and�sab� ∈ �, thensab∈ VC(�).

Composition of strategies is by taking the views of the “parallel composition plus hiding”
of their view-closures.
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Definition 2.5. For� : A1 → A2, � : A2 → A3: �; � = {�t �A1, A3� | t ∈ L(A1→A2)→A3

∧ t �A1, A3 ∈ LA1→A3 ∧ t �A1, A2 ∈ VC(�) ∧ t �A2, A3 ∈ VC(�)}.

Composition defined in this way isassociative(this is proved using the usual arguments
for showing that the composition of innocent strategies (as sets of plays) is innocent[22],
and that this operation is associative). Thus wemay define a categoryG in which objects are
arenas, and morphisms fromA toB are strategies onA → B. On each arenaA, the identity
idA : A → A is the set of views of the “copycat sequences”s ∈ LA−→A+ such that for all
t �even s, t �A− = t �A+ (and every initial move inA− is justified by the preceding move
in A+).

Proposition 2.6. (G,1,×) is cartesian closed.

Proof. This follows the constructions in[14,22]. Given strategies�1 : A → B1 and�2 :
A → B2, we define〈�1,�2〉 : A → B1 × B2 = {ini (s) | s ∈ �i , i ∈ {1,2}} where
ini : LA→Bi

→ LA→B1×B2 is the obvious injection on coherent sequences, derived from
their moves. Projection is a simple copycat strategy.
There are isomorphisms of arenas between(A × B) → C andA → B → C for all

A,B,C with which we prove cartesian closure.�
Note that any cartesian closed category such asG yields a degenerate model of�Aff in

which� =⇒.

2.1. Coherence arenas

We now describe the addition of a simple coherence relation to arenas, which will allow
us to give a non-degenerate interpretation of�Aff . This “linear decomposition” of HO
games may be compared with that given by McCusker in his thesis[22]. The latter involves
specifying the legal plays of a compound arena by projection onto the component arenas.
This account prefigures many of the same issues which are encountered here (such as well-
openedness) and does indeed yield a model of�Aff , but not a universal one. Moreover, the
failure of universality can be directly ascribed to the projection condition—the example at
the end of this section is intended to shed more light on this point.
Given an arenaA, we say that movesm, n ∈ MA areco-enabledif ∃l ∈ (MA)∗.(l�Am)∧

(l�An).

Definition 2.7. A coherence arena (or C-arena)A is a pair 〈|A|,∼A〉 consisting of an
underlying arena|A| together with a symmetric relation2 ∼A between co-enabled moves
of |A|.
A coherent sequenceofA is a legal sequencesof |A|which satisfies the followingconditions:
• All initial moves insare coherent: ifta, t ′a′ � s and∗�a, a′ thena ∼A a′.
• Any two non-initial moves inswith the same justifier are coherent: ifta, t ′a′ � s and

js(a) = js(a
′) thena ∼A a′.

2We assume symmetry for the sake of convenience; by abandoning it we can construct a model ofordered
linear logicas in[29].
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So, in particular, a coherent sequence cannot contain repeated occurrences of self-
incoherent moves with the same justifier. We can now define notions of additive and mul-
tiplicative product; both are based on the product of the underlying arenas, but they are
differentiated by varying the coherence relations on initial moves. This distinction may be
summarized as follows. InA⊗B every initial move ofA is coherent with every initial move
of B, whereas inA&B every initial move ofA is incoherent with every initial move ofB.
Hence a coherent sequence ofA ⊗ B consists of a pair of interleaved sequences ofA and
B, and a coherent sequence ofA&B is a sequence wholly fromA or wholly fromB.

Definition 2.8. Given C-arenasA1, A2, define the followingC-arenas:
Tensor-product:A1⊗A2 = 〈|A1|×|A2|,∼A1⊗A2〉where〈m, i〉 ∼A1⊗A2 〈n, j〉 iff i = j

impliesm ∼Ai
n.

Additive product: A1&A2 = 〈|A1| × |A2|,∼A1&A2〉 where 〈m, i〉 ∼A1&A2 〈n, j〉 iff
i = j andm ∼Ai

n.
Linear function space: A1�A2 = 〈|A1| → |A2|,∼A1�A2〉, where

〈m, i〉 ∼A1�A2 〈n, j〉 iff i = j impliesm ∼Ai
n.

We shall say that a strategy iscoherentif it is never the first participant in a dialogue to
violate the coherence condition.

Definition 2.9. For anyC-arenaA, an innocent strategy onA is coherent if wheneversa∈
VC(�) ands is coherent thensa is coherent.

However, we cannot define a category ofC-arenas in the standard fashion by taking
morphisms fromA toB to be coherent strategies onA�B, as the composition of coherent
strategies is not coherent in general. The problem arises when we have an arenaB contain-
ing initial moves which are coherent, and an arenaA containing initial moves which are
incoherent.Wemay have a coherent strategy� onA�B which plays two incoherent initial
moves inA which are justified by two coherent initial moves inB, because the coherence
condition applies only to moves with the same justifier. But if we compose�with a strategy
� : B → C, which plays the same two coherent moves inB justified by a single initial move
in C, the result is not coherent. To solve this problem, we place a further restriction on the
coherent strategies which are permitted as morphisms.

Definition 2.10. A C-strategy fromA to B is a coherent strategy onA�B such that if
s ∈ VC(�) is coherent thens �A is coherent.

Lemma 2.11. Let � : A → B and � : B → C be C-strategies. If r ∈ L(A�B)�C and
∃s ∈ VC(�), t ∈ VC(�) such thatr �A�B � s and r �B�C � t , then if r �A�C is
coherent, r �A�B andr �B�C are both coherent.

Proof. This is by induction on sequence length using the fact that every move inB is a
Player move for either� or �, and hence cannot be the first move to violate coherence.�

Proposition 2.12. The composition of innocent C-strategies is an innocent C-strategy.
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Proof. Note that for anys ∈ LA�B , if s �A is coherent ands �B is coherent thens is
coherent. So to show that the composition ofC-strategies� : A → B, � : B → C is a
C-strategy it suffices to show that ifsa∈ VC(�; �) ands is coherent, thensa�A andsa�C

are coherent.
Bydefinition of composition, there existsta ∈ L(A�B)�C such thatta�A�B ∈ VC(�)

and ta�B�C ∈ VC(�), andsa = ta �A�C, and sot �A�C is coherent, and by
Lemma2.11, t �A�B andt �B�C are both coherent. Henceta�A�B andta�B�C

are coherent, and sosa�C = ta �C is coherent, and since� is aC-strategy,sa�A =
(ta �A�B) �A is coherent as required.�
Clearly, the identity strategy is always aC-strategy. Hence, we can define a categoryCG

with C-arenas as objects andC-strategies fromA to B as morphisms fromA to B. Note
that we have a functorF : CG → G which acts on objects by forgetting the equivalence
relation, and on strategies as the identity. We derive the action of both tensor and additive
products from the product on the underlying categoryG. (As a consequence of this, the
tensor and additive units are the same, and hence the projections�i : A1 ⊗ A2 → Ai are
C-strategies—i.e. we have anaffinecategory).

Proposition 2.13. (CG,1,⊗) is a symmetric monoidal category with cartesian products.

Proof.GivenC-strategies�1 : A1 → B1 and�2 : A2 → B2, the strategy�1⊗�2 = �1×�2
is a well-definedC-strategy fromA1⊗A2 toB1⊗B2. The coherence isomorphisms for×
in G are allC-strategies.
Similarly, the definitions of pairing and projection for the cartesian product & are given

by pairing and projection inG. �
Thepricewehavepaid for adoptingC-strategiesasmorphisms is the lossof the symmetric

monoidalclosedstructure—CG does not have all exponentials in the following sense.

Definition 2.14. Let A,B be objects in a SMC(C, I,⊗). An exponential ofB by A is an
objectBA such that for allC in C, there is an isomorphism:� : C(C ⊗ A,B) ∼= C(C, BA)

which is natural inC.

We have an isomorphism of arenas—(A⊗B)�C ∼= A�(B�C)—but not, in general
CG(A⊗B,C) ∼= CG(A,B�C). For example, there is an obvious copycat coherent strategy
onA�(A ⊗ A) which is not aC-strategy fromA toA ⊗ A.
However, to model�Aff , we do not require thatBA exists for any arenaB, but only for

B within a specified collection ofwell-openedarenas, for which the notions of coherent
strategy onA�B andC-strategy fromA toB coincide.

Definition 2.15. Say that aC-arenaA iswell-openedif for any pair of initial movesm, n ∈
MA (not necessarily distinct),m �∼A n. We shall writeWO for the full subcategory ofCG
consisting of well-openedC-arenas.

The proof of the following lemma is direct from the definitions.
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Lemma 2.16. If B is well-opened, then for any A, A�B is well-opened, and if A and B
are well opened, thenA&B is well-opened.

Lemma 2.17. If B is well-opened, then for any C-arena A,A�B is an exponential of B by
A.Moreover, the exponential structure ofCG is preserved by the functorF into the cartesian
closed structure ofG.

Proof. If D is anyC-arena, theneverycoherent strategy� onD�B is aC-strategy from
D to B, since by well-openedness ofB, every coherent sequence onD�B contains at
most one initial move, and so any two initial moves ofD in smust have the same justifier,
and hence be coherent. So for any arenaC, CG(C ⊗ A,B) ∼= CG(1, (C ⊗ A)�B) ∼=
CG(1, C�(A�B)) ∼= CG(C,A�B) as required. �
We can now use coherence to define a simple monoidal co-monad! : CG → CG. The

C-arena!A has the same underlying arena asA, but all of the “incoherences” between the
initial moves ofA are removed.

Definition 2.18. For anyC-arenaA, define!A = 〈|A|,∼!A〉, wherem ∼!A n, if m ∼A n

or ∗�m, n.

Thus for a well-opened arenaA, the coherent sequences of!A consist of multiple inter-
leaved sequences (“threads”) ofA. The action of! on morphisms is simple: if� :!A → B is
a coherent strategy, then�† :!A →!B has the same underlying strategy. For eachC-arena
A we havederA :!A → A which has the same underlying strategy as the identity. We
also have equalities of arenas:!(A&B) =!A⊗!B =!(A ⊗ B), and thus morphismsconA :
!A →!A⊗!A for eachA. The operation(_)† extends to sendf :!A1 ⊗ . . .⊗!An → B to
f † :!A1⊗ . . .⊗!An →!B.
We have defined functors _&_: WO × WO → WO, _�_ : WOOP × WO → WO

and _⇒ _ : WOOP ×WO → WO =!_�_ with which we interpret types in�Aff , having
fixed an interpretation for atomic types. Terms in contextS1, . . . , Sm; T1, . . . , Tn�M : U

are interpreted as morphisms from![[S1]] ⊗ . . .![[Sm]] ⊗ [[T1]] . . .⊗ [[Tn]] to [[U ]] according
to Table 2.3

Definition 2.19. The equational theory of�Aff ,=�Aff is generated by the rules:

(	) (�x.M) N =�Aff M[N/x],
(
) �x.(M x) =�Aff M, x �∈ FV (t),
(�) �i (〈M1,M2〉) =�Aff Mi, i = 1,2,

(�
) 〈�1(M),�2(M)〉 =�Aff M.

3 Or, more precisely, asS1, . . . , Sm andT1, . . . , Tn aresequentializationsof multiset contexts, we interpret
�;��U as a family containing a morphism from![[S1]] ⊗ . . .![[Sm]] ⊗ [[T1]] . . . ⊗ [[Tn]] to [[U ]] for eachsequen-
tializationof � asS1, . . . , Sm and� asT1, . . . , Tn, closed under the coherence isomorphisms for⊗, so that any
one morphism determines the rest.
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Table 2
Interpretation of�Aff terms in context

[[�;�, x : T �x : T ]] = �r (Var)
[[�, x : S;��M : T ]] = (id[[�]] ⊗ der[[T ]] ⊗ id[[�]]); [[�; x : S,��M : T ]] (Der)

[[�;���x.M : S�T ]] = �[[S]]([[�;�, x : S�M : T ]]) (� − I )
[[�;�,�′�M N : T ]] = (con[[�]] ⊗ id[[�,�′]]); [[�;��M : S�T ]] ⊗ [[�;�′�N : S]];App (� − E)

[[�;���x.M : S ⇒ T ]] = �[[S]]([[�, x : S;��M : T ]]) (⇒ −I )
[[�;��M N : T ]] = (con[[�]] ⊗ id[[�]]); ([[�;��M : S ⇒ T ]] ⊗ [[�;_�N : S]]†);App (⇒ −E)

[[�;��〈M,N〉 : S&T ]] = 〈[[�;��M : S]], [[�;��N : T ]]〉 (& − I )
[[�;���i (M) : Ti ]] = [[�;��M : T1&T2]];�i (& − E)

Fig. 1. Excluding the copycat(o ⇒ o) → (o�o) by relaxingO-visibility.

To establish soundness of the interpretation with respect to this theory, we simply use our
observation that the forgetful functorF : CG → Gpreserves the structure of (both) products,
and of exponentials.

Proposition 2.20. For all terms-in-context, F([[�;��M : T ]]CG) = [[�;��M : T ]]G.

Corollary 2.21. The model of�Aff in CG is sound with respect to�Aff -equivalence—i.e.
M =�Aff N implies[[M]] = [[N ]].

Our semantics of linear CPSwill be based on a specific interpretation of R as the smallest,
non-empty well-openedC-arena.

Definition 2.22. Let o be the arena with one move which is not coherent with itself, i.e.
Mo = {o}, �o = 〈∗, o〉 ando �∼o o.

Wemaynowpresent a brief example,which showswhyOpponent is allowed to violate the
visibility condition [14] in our model. Fig. 1 shows a play in which Player attempts to play
copycat between the arenaso ⇒ o ando�o, which should not be possible. If we imposed
a condition requiring the projection of play into each component game to be a valid play
(which is a consequence of visibility) then Opponent would have no response to Player’s
secondmove, and the copycat strategywould be coherent. By violating projection/visibility,
however, Opponent can repeat his second move, forcing Player to repeat his second move,
and this violates coherence.
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3. Universality for �Aff

We will now prove that our model of�Aff (with a single constant⊥ : R for divergence,4
interpreted as the empty strategy) isuniversalfor all types generated from the atomic typeR
(i.e. we takeB = ∅). That is, for every innocentC-strategy� :![[A1]]⊗ . . .![[Am]]⊗ [[B1]]⊗
. . . [[Bn]] → [[T ]] which is finite (as a set of views) there exists a�Aff -term-in-context
A1, . . . , Am;B1, . . . , Bn�M� : T such that� = [[M�]]. We will prove this by induction
on #(�) (the cardinality of� as a set of views), using a decomposition argument similar to
those used for PCF[6,14], and described axiomatically byAbramsky in[1]. This requires a
series of “decomposition lemmas” stating that certain canonical operations inCG (for which
we sometimes use�Aff notation as shorthand) have inverses. Axioms which have appeared
in [1] (or their equivalents) are labelled as they appear there, and their proofs are omitted.

Lemma 3.1. Given a finite innocent strategy� : (A1� . . .�An�o)�o, there exist
strategies�1, . . . , �n such that#(�i ) < #(�) for eachi�n, and� = �x.(((x �1) . . .) �n).

Proof. By innocence, for eachi, �i = {s �Ai | s ∈ �} is a well-defined innocent strategy
which satisfies the above requirements.�

Lemma 3.2(Bang lemma). For every strategy� :!B →!A, � = (�;derA)†.

Definition 3.3. A strategy inCG(A,B) is strict if ⊥;� = ⊥ (i.e. the firstP-move in�, if
any, is inA). � ∈ CG(A ⊗ B,C) is strict in A if �(�) ∈ CG(A,B�C) is strict.

Note thateverystrategy inCG(A, o) is strict. The following lemma follows directly from
determinacy of strategies.

Lemma 3.4. If � ∈ CG(A1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ An, o) is strict, then there is a unique i such that� is
strict inAi .

Lemma 3.5(Linearization of head occurrence). If � :!A → B is strict, then there exists
a strategy� : A⊗!A → B which is strict in A, and such that#(�) = #(�) and � =
conA; (derA ⊗ idA); �.
Lemma 3.6. Given a strict strategy� : (A1� . . .�An�o) → (B ⇒ C), there exists a
strict strategy� : ((B ⇒ A1)� . . . → (B ⇒ An)�o)�C such that#(�) = #(�) and
�(f) = �x.� (�y1 . . . yn.f (y1 x) . . . (yn x)).

Proof.By strictness, every non-empty view in� contains the initial move inA1� . . .�An

�o. Thus every view terminating in the initial moveb in Bcontains an initial moveai from
precisely one of theAi . Hence a unique� can be derived from� by adding a pointer from
b to ai . �

4We have a universal model of the pure calculus consisting of strategies which aretotal in the sense of
Abramsky[1].
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Definition 3.7. An arena is�-atomicif it is well-opened and has a unique initial move.

Lemma 3.8. Given a strict� : (A1� . . .�An�o) → (B�C), where C is�-atomic,
thereexists1� i�nandastrict strategy� : (A1� . . .�(B�Ai)� . . .�An)�o) → C

such that#(�) = #(�) and�(f) = �x.� (�y1 . . . yn.f y1 . . . (yi x) . . . yn).

Proof. This is as for Lemma3.6, but in this case we note thatb can occur as the final move
in at most one P-view in� (otherwise, Opponent can force Player to violate coherence).
Henceb is associated with a uniqueai . �

Lemma 3.9(�-atomicity). If C is�-atomic and� : A1&A2 → C is strict, then there exists
i ∈ 1,2 and(strict) � : Ai → C such that� = �i; �.

We define a corresponding notion of�-atomic typeby the following grammar:
P ::= R | T �P | T ⇒ P

We shall write these types in the formS1 ⇒ . . . ⇒ Sm ⇒ T1� . . .�(Tn�R), or
 S ⇒  T �R.

Proposition 3.10. Every finite, innocent C-strategy� ∈ [[�;��T ]] is definable— i.e. there
exists a�Aff (⊥) term-in-context�;��M� : T such that� = [[M�]].

Proof. By induction on #(�). If #(�) = 0 then� is the empty strategy, which is definable
for all types from⊥ : R.We prove the inductive case by analysis of a series of successively
more general cases determined by the form of�, � andT.
(i) SupposeT = R,� = {} and� = {  A ⇒  B�R}. Then by Lemmas3.1and3.2, and
the induction hypothesis on #(�), there are closed terms M :  A and  N :  B such that
� = [[x :  A ⇒  B�R�((x  M)  N) : R]].

(ii) SupposeT is �-atomic,� = {}, � = {  A ⇒  B�R}, and� is strict.
We prove definability of� by induction onT, for which the base case is (i). The
induction cases are as follows:
• If T = C ⇒ P , thenapplyingLemma3.6,weobtainastrategy�which (by induction
hypothesis onP) is definable as a term _; x :  (C ⇒ A) ⇒  (C ⇒ B)�R�M : P

such that:
� = [[y :  A ⇒  B�R��z.M[(� u v.(y  (u z)  (v z)))/x] : C ⇒ P ]].

• If P2 = C�P then by Lemma3.8 and induction onP, there existsi�m and
x :  A ⇒  B ′�R�M : P (whereB ′

i = C�Bi andB ′
j = Bj for j �= i) such

that� = [[_; y :  A ⇒  B�R��z.M[(� u.� v.y  uv1 . . . vi−1(vi z)vi+1 . . . vm)/x] :
C�P ]].

(iii) SupposeT is �-atomic,� = {}, � = {S} and� is strict.
This case is proved by induction onS. If Sis�-atomic, then this is an instance of case
(ii).OtherwiseS =  A ⇒  B�C1&C2 andwecanfindi ∈ {1,2}anda term-in-context
x :  A ⇒  B�Ci�M : P such that� = [[y :  A⇒  B�C1&C2�M[� u.� v.�i (y  u v)/x] :
T ]].
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(iv) SupposeT = R,� = {A1, . . . , Am} and� = {B1, . . . , Bn}. Then by Lemma3.4,� is
strict in some unique![[Ai]] or [[Bj ]]. If the latter, we obtain by carrying a strict strategy
which is definable as a term _; yj : Bj�M :  A ⇒ B1� . . .�Bj−1�Bj+1� . . .

�Bn�R such that� = [[x1 : A1, . . . , xm : Am; y1 : B1, . . . , yn : Bn�(M  x) y1 . . .
yj−1yj+1 . . . yn : R]].
If the former, then by linearization of head occurrence, we obtain a strategy�′ :

![[A1]] ⊗ . . .⊗![[Am]] ⊗ [[Ai]] ⊗ [[B1]] ⊗ . . . ⊗ [[Bn]] → [[T ]] which is strict in (the
linear occurrence of)Ai , and thus definable as above.

(v) The general case. This is proved by induction onT, for which the base case is item
(iv). The inductive cases are simply dealt with by uncurrying and then currying or
projection and pairing. �

4. Well-bracketing and linear CPS

We will now show that a variant of the original category of HO games with questions
and answers[14] (extended by McCusker with lifted sums[22]) can be fully embedded in
the category of coherence games.

Definition 4.1. A bracketed arena (orB-arena) is a pair〈|A|, �A〉 consisting of an underly-
ing arena|A| (as per Definition2.1), with a labelling function�A : MA → {Q,A}, which
partitions the set of moves intoquestionsandanswers. Answers must be enabled (and may
only be enabled) by questions.

The product and function-space of bracketed arenas are based on the corresponding
constructions on the underlying arenas—i.e.A × B = 〈|A| × |B|, [�A, �B ]〉 andA ⇒
B = 〈|A| → |B|, [�A, �B ]〉. Thebracketing conditionstates that questions and answers
(considered as opening and closing parentheses, respectively) must be well nested.

Definition 4.2. For each justified sequenceswe define a prefixpending(s) � s as follows:
pending(ε) = ε,
pending(sq) = sq if q is a question,
pending(sqta) = pending(s), if a is an answer justified byq.

The pending question ofs is the final move inpending(s), if any.

Definition 4.3. An alternating justified sequenceson a bracketed arena iswell-bracketed
if every answer ins is justified by the pending question—i.e. ifrqta� s anda is an answer
justified byq, thenrq = pending(rqt).
An innocent andwell-bracketedstrategy on aB-arena is an innocent strategy on the
underlying arena such that wheneversab ∈ VC(�) and sa is well-bracketed thensab
is well-bracketed.

The following lemma, which characterizes innocent and well-bracketed strategies in
terms of theirP-views is proved in[15,16].
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Lemma 4.4. An innocent strategy� is well-bracketed if and only if for alls ∈ �, s is
well-bracketed.

The composition of innocent and well-bracketed strategies (as defined in Definition2.5)
is well-bracketed[14,16] and thus we have a cartesian closed category(WB,1,×) with
B-arenas as objects and innocent well-bracketed strategies onA ⇒ B as morphisms from
A toB [14,16].
Intuitively, one may think of the bracketing condition as corresponding to a “stack dis-

cipline” for moves. Asking a question pushes it onto the stack of open questions, and
answering it pops the stack. The bracketing condition requires that only the top of the stack
can be popped. It corresponds to the “stackability” of linear continuations[10], as the next
section will show.

4.1. From well-bracketed games to coherence games

We now define a functor� from WB to CG! (the co-Kleisli category of! on CG). In
fact, if we abuse notation a little by writingWO! for the full subcategory ofCG! which has
well-opened arenas as objects, then we may regard� is a functor intoWO!. We use the
question/answer labelling onwell-bracketed arenas to determine a coherence relation—(co-
enabled) moves are incoherent if they are both initial or both answers to the same question,
and coherent otherwise.

Definition 4.5. For eachB-arenaAwe define a (well-opened)C-arena�(A) as follows:
�(A) = 〈|A|,∼A〉, wherem �∼A n if �A(m) = �A(n) = A or ∗�m and∗�n, andm ∼A n

otherwise.

So� sends theB-arenaA ⇒ B to�(A) ⇒ �(B), and thus we may define the action of
� on morphisms� : A → B as the identity on the underlying innocent strategies. To show
that this operation is well-defined, we need to show that any innocent and well-bracketed
strategy onA is a coherent strategy on�(A).

Lemma 4.6. If sqt is a coherent sequence on�(A) and q is a question such thatpending
(sqt) = pending(s), then q is answered in t.

Proof. This is by induction on the length ofsqt. In sqtb, either bis a question—in which
casepending(sqtb) �= pending(s)—or b is an answer to a questionq ′ in t—i.e. t =
t ′q ′t ′′b, wherepending(sqt′) = pending(s) and henceq is answered int ′ by induction
hypothesis—orb is an answer to a questionq ′ in s—i.e. s = s′q ′t ′, andpending(s′q ′t ′) =
pending(sqtb) = pending(s′) and henceq ′ is already answered int ′ which contradicts
coherence ofsqtb. �

Proposition 4.7. For any B-arena A, if � is a well-bracketed innocent strategy on A then it
is a coherent strategy on�(A).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that ifsbc∈ VC(�) andsb is coherent, then the question
pending(sb) has not already been answered and hencesbc is coherent. We show this by
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induction on sequence length. Given an (odd-length) sequencesb, eitherb is a question—
in which case it is the pending question, and unanswered—orb is an answer, andsb =
s′qtb, whereb answersq and sopending(sb) = pending(s′). The pending question in
s′ is not answered ins′ (by inductive hypothesis) and so the only remaining possibility is
that it is answered int. In other words there is a prefixs′qt ′a � s, in which a answers
pending(sb) = pending(s′). But by assumption we havepending(s′qt ′) = pending(s′)
and hence by Lemma4.6q is answered int ′, which contradicts coherence ofsb. �
Functoriality and faithfulness are immediate by definition of�, so it remains to show

fullness. It is clearly not the case in general that ifs is a coherent sequence on�(A) thens is
well-bracketed; the coherence condition prevents repetition of answers, but not answering a
question prematurely. However, we can show that if� is an innocent and coherent strategy
on �(A), then� must be well-bracketed, as otherwise Opponent can force� to violate
coherence because of innocence, in the same way as depicted in Fig. 1. (Note thato�o is
the image under� of theB-arena with a single question and answer.)

Lemma 4.8. For any C-strategy�, if smt ∈ �, where m is an O-move such thatm ∼ m,
then for any(odd-length) t ′ � t , there is a sequence of the formsmtmt ′ ∈ VC(�).

Proof. This is by induction on the length oft ′. Supposet ′b ⊆ t is odd-length. Then either
t ′ = ε, or t ′ = t ′′a, wherea is justified by the last move int ′′ (assmtis aP-view). Hence
smtmt ′ is coherent, and�smtmt ′� � �smt� and sosmtmt ′b ∈ VC(�). �

Proposition 4.9. For any C-strategy� : �(A) → �(B), � is a well-bracketed strategy on
A ⇒ B.

Proof. By Lemma4.4 it suffices to show that everys ∈ � is well-bracketed. Suppose for a
contradiction that we have a minimal length sequencesqta∈ � such thatq is the pending
question insqtbuta is not justified byq. Byminimality ofsqta, all of the questions int have
been answered, and so ifa is an answer to any of them, it violates coherence. So suppose
a is an answer to a question ins. Then by Lemma4.8, we have a sequence of the form
sqtaqtain VC(�), where the justifier for eacha is the same, and which therefore violates
the coherence condition.�

Theorem 4.10.The cartesian closed categoryWB of bracketed arenas and innocent,well-
bracketed strategies embeds fully in the cartesian closed categoryWO! of C-arenas and
C-strategies.

5. Relating well-bracketed and CPS semantics

We will now show how the functor� can be used to relate models of programming
languages (such as call-by-value PCF) based on well-bracketed games, to their linear CPS
semantics. In order to do this we need to extend our interpretation of�Aff to include sum
types, and in particular, primitive datatypes such asnat. To do this we will follow the
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methodology used by Abramsky and McCusker in[3] to construct a category with coprod-
ucts fromHOgames (and hence to interpret PCFv).Wedefine a category of indexed families
of coherence gamesFam(CG) corresponding to the completion ofCG with countable co-
products. An alternative approach would be to model sum types more directly, as in the
call-by-value game semantics of Honda andYoshida[13], for example, or Laurent’s model
of polarized linear logic[20].
We will show that� extends to a functor fromFam(WB) to Fam(CG!) which acts as a

monad morphism sending the “lifted sum monad” onFam(WB) to the “monad of linear
continuations”(_⇒ {o})�{o} onFam(CG!). This result is then used to show that a games
interpretation of call-by-value PCF via linear CPS translation is equivalent to the image
under� of Abramsky and McCusker’s well-bracketed model.

Definition 5.1. For a categoryC, let Fam(C) be the category ofset-indexed familiesof
objects ofC, which has as morphisms from{Ai | i ∈ I } to {Bj | j ∈ J }, a pair 〈f :
I → J, {�i : Ai → Bf (i) | i ∈ I }〉, consisting of a re-indexing function and a family of
morphisms inC.

Fam(C) has all small co-products, given by the disjoint union of indexed families. It also
inherits much of the structure ofC. For example, the symmetric monoid⊗ onCG gives rise
to a symmetric monoid onFam(CG) (with unit {1}) by setting{Ai | i ∈ I } ⊗ {Bj | j ∈
j} = {Ai ⊗ Bj | 〈i, j〉 ∈ I × J }. The cartesian product & onCG yields a cartesian product
on Fam(CG) in the same way. As inCG, we do not have symmetric monoidal closure,
but exponentials by all well-opened objects (families of well-opened arenas)—we define
{Ai | i ∈ I }�{Bj | j ∈ J } = {�i∈I (Ai�Bf (i)) | f ∈ J I }. Similarly, the co-monad
! : CG → CG extends to a co-monad onFam(CG) by setting!{Ai | i ∈ I } = {!Ai | i ∈ I }.
(Note that the categoriesFam(CG!) andFam(CG)! are equivalent.)

Proposition 5.2. Fam(CG) contains a sound model of�Aff into which the model inCG
embeds fully and faithfully.

Corresponding to linear CPS interpretation, we have astrong monad of linear continua-
tions, which is simply a linear version of the standard continuations monad, and which we
may express using�Aff notation.

Definition 5.3. The monad of linear continuations onFam(CG!) is defined by the Kleisli
triple ((_⇒ {o})�{o}, 
, (_)∗), wheref∗(a) = �x.a( �y.x f(y)) and
(a) = �x.(x a).
The strengthtA,B : A × ((B ⇒ {o})�{o}) → ((A × B) ⇒ {o})�{o} is defined
t(a) = �x.(�2(a) (�y.x 〈�1(a), y〉)).

Thus, we have amodel of the computational�-calculus[23] corresponding to linear CPS
translation into�Aff followed by interpretation inFam(CG).
To construct a model of the computational�-calculus inFam(WB), we follow [3] in

defining a lifting monad based on the lifted sum[22]. The latter takes a family of games
{Ai | i ∈ I } and adds an initial question with an answerai for eachi ∈ I which enables the
initial moves ofAi .
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Definition 5.4. For an indexed family ofB-arenasA = {Ai | i ∈ I }, the lifted sumi∈IAi

is defined as follows:
• Mi∈I Ai

= {o} + ∐
i∈I (o + MAi

),
• �i∈I Ai

= {〈∗, inl(o)〉} ∪ {〈inl(o), inr(ini (inl(o)))〉 | i ∈ I }
∪ {〈inr(ini (inl(o))), inr(ini (inr(m)))〉 | ∗ �Ai

m}
∪ {〈inr(ini (inr(m))), inr(ini (inr(n)))〉 | m�Ai

n},
• �i∈I Ai

(inl(o)) = Q, �i∈I Ai
(inr(ini (inl(o)))) = A,

�i∈I Ai
(inr(ini (inr(m)))) = �Ai

(m).

For example, the “flat” sum used to represent the type of natural numbers in the HO
model of (call-by-name) PCF is equivalent toi∈N1. As shown in[22], the lifted sum is a
weak co-product onWB—there aremorphismsini : Ai → i∈IAi for eachi, an operation
taking morphisms{fi : Ai → B | i ∈ I } to [fi | i ∈ I ] : i∈I → B such thatini; [fi | i ∈
I ] = fi , [ini | i ∈ I ] = id and[fi | i ∈ I ]; [gj | j ∈ J ] = [[fi | i ∈ I ]; gj | j ∈ J ]. It
is also distributive; we have a natural transformation dist: B × i∈IAi → i∈I (B × Ai)

satisfying further naturality conditions[22].

Lemma 5.5. The lifted sumA = {i∈IAi} acts as a strong monad onFam(WB).

Proof. The monad has Kleisli triple(_, [_], {ini | i ∈ I }) and monadic strength dist:
A× B → (A×B) deriving from the weak, distributive co-product structure of. �

Fam(WB) has products, and exponentials by all pointed objects, and thus is a model of
the computational�-calculus.

� extends to a functor{�} : Fam(WB) → Fam(CG!) in the obvious way, and preserves
the structure ofFam(WB) as amodel of the computational�-calculus. The key point is that
it sends the lifting monad onFam(WB) to the linear continuations monad onFam(CG). 5

Lemma 5.6. For any family of B-arenas, {Ai | i ∈ I }:
�(i∈IAi) ∼= (�i∈I (�(A) ⇒ o))�o.

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the lifted sum.�

Proposition 5.7. ({�}, id) is a (strong) monad morphism.

Proof. For any family{Ai | i ∈ I }, ({Ai | i ∈ I } ⇒ {o})�{o} = {(�i∈I (Ai ⇒ o))�o}
and thus{�(i∈IAi)} = ({�(Ai) | i ∈ I } ⇒ {o})�{o}. Moreover�(
A) = 
�(A) for all
A, �(f ∗) = �(f )∗ for all f , and�(tA,B) = t�(A),�(B) for all A,B. �

5 This may be seen as a consequence of the fact that they are both determined by the same universal property
(up to� embedding):(_⇒ {o})�{o} : Fam(CG!) → {WOs } is right adjoint to the inclusion of{WOs } (the
category of (singletons of) well-opened games and strict linear maps) inFam(CG!).
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Table 3
Operational Semantics of PCFv

�x.M⇓�x.M 0⇓0

M⇓n
succ M⇓succ n

M⇓succ n
pred M⇓n

M⇓0
IF0M⇓�xy.x

M⇓succ n
IF0M⇓�xy.y

M⇓�x.M ′ N⇓V M ′[V/x]⇓U
M N⇓U

M �x.((Y M) x)⇓V
Y M⇓V

5.1. Linear CPS interpretation of call-by-value PCF

As an example of our approach, we will show that Abramsky and McCusker’s well-
bracketed model of call-by-value PCF[3] is equivalent to a linear continuation-passing
interpretation.
PCFv is the simply typed�-calculus over the ground typenat with constants0 :

nat and succ, pred : nat ⇒ nat, IF0 : nat ⇒ T ⇒ T ⇒ T for eachT , and
Y : (T ⇒ T ) ⇒ T for T = S1 ⇒ S2. A “big-step” operational semantics of PCFv is given
in Table 3. We define a standard notion of observational equivalence for PCFv terms.

Definition 5.8. M "P N if and only if for all closing PCFv contextsC[_] : nat, C[M] ⇓
if and only ifC[N ] ⇓.

As a target language for linear CPS translation of PCFv, we use�
nat
Aff —that is�Aff over a

base type nat of natural numbers, extended with constants corresponding to those of PCF—
0 : nat and succ,pred: nat�nat, IF0: nat�(R&R)�R andY : (P ⇒ P) ⇒ P for each
pointedtypeP . The pointed types are defined as in[8], by the grammar:

P,Q ::= R | T �P | P&Q | T ⇒ P.

(This corresponds to the notion of pointedness in the semantics; general types are interpreted
as families of games and pointed types as singleton families.)

Definition 5.9. We extend the equational theory of�Aff with the following axioms for the
constants:

succ(predn) =nat�Aff
n pred(succn) =nat�Aff

n,
IF0 0=nat�Aff

�x.�1(x) IF0 (succn) =nat�Aff
�x.�2(x),

Y M =nat�Aff
M (Y M).

Definition 5.10. We extend the linear CPS translation of�v toPCFv by settingnat = nat
and adding translations of the constants as follows:
• 0 = �k.(k 0),
• succ = �k.(k (�x.�s.s (succx))),
• pred = �k.(k (�x.�s.(IF0 x) 〈�, s (predx)〉)),
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• IF0 = �k.(k �m.�a.(a �n.�b.(b �l.�c.(IF0m)〈n c, l c〉))),
• Y = �k.(k �f.Y �y.�z.f �m.y (�a.(m a) z)).

Lemma 5.11. For any PCF programM,M ⇓ V impliesM =nat�Aff
V .

Proof. We first show that ifV = �k.k M, thenN [V/x] = N [M/x]. The lemma then
follows by a straightforward consideration of cases.�
We interpret nat inFam(CG) as the family{1i | i ∈ N}, giving obvious denotations of

the constants 0, succ,pred. IF0 is interpreted as a family of strategies{�i : o&o�o}where
�0 = �l and�i = �r for all i > 0.
Since strategies on pointed type-objects are ordered (continuously) by inclusion, wemay

interpret the combinatorY : (P ⇒ P) ⇒ P (for each pointed typeP ) in standard fashion
as the least fixed point of�fg.g (f g).Soundnessof the interpretation with respect to axioms
of Definition5.9 is straightforward.

Lemma 5.12. If M =nat�Aff
N , then[[M]] = [[N ]].

SinceFam(WB) is a model of the computational�-calculus[23] we may interpret
PCFv by setting[[nat]] = {1i | i ∈ N}, interpreting the constants as in[3].

Proposition 5.13. For every PCF-typeT ,�([[T ]]WB) = [[T ]]CG and for every termM : T ,
�([[M]]WB) = [[M]]CG.

Proof.This is by structural induction onM usingTheorem4.10andProposition5.7together
with case-by-case verification for the constants. An example induction case is:

�([[���x.M]]WB) = �(�([[�, x�M]]WB); 
)
= �(�([[�, x�M]]));�(
) by Theorem 4.10
= �([[��M]]);�(
) by inductive hypothesis
= [[���k.k �x.M]] by Proposition 5.7. �

We may now use this result, together with definability of compact terms in the well-
bracketed model[3], to prove a full abstraction result for the linear CPS translation.
Given a termM : (T ⇒ R)�R, we may writeM ⇓ if M has a head-normal form—i.e.

M =nat�Aff
�k.k M ′ for someM ′. Let "L be contextual equivalence of�

nat
Aff terms defined

with respect this notion of convergence6—i.e. ifM,N : T are closed terms, thenM "L N

if for all compatible contextsC[_] : (S ⇒ R)�R,C[M] ⇓ if and only ifC[N ] ⇓.

Theorem 5.14.The linear CPS translation fromPCFv to �natAff is fully abstract, i.e. for all
closed PCF termsM,N : T ,M "P N if and only ifM "L N .

6 The separating contexts must be of linear type to obtain a full abstraction result, otherwise we may make
observations in�natAff not available in PCF.
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Proof. To prove soundness, supposeM �"P N . Let U = �z.M andV = �z.N where
z �∈ FV (M) ∪ FV (N). Then (w.l.o.g.) there existsC[_] such thatC[U ] ⇓ andC[V ] �⇓,
and hence(�x.C[x]) U ⇓ and(�x.C[x]) V �⇓. Hence(�x.C[x]) U ⇓ by Lemma5.12, and
{�}([[(�x.C[x]) V ]]) = [[(�x.C[x]) V ]] = ⊥ by adequacy of the well-bracketed model of
PCFv [3], and so(�x.C[x]) V �⇓, and henceM �"L N , as required.
For the converse, supposeM �"L N . Then without loss of generality there exists

C[_] : (nat⇒ R)�R such thatC[M] ⇓ andC[N ] �⇓, and so[[(�x.C[x]M]] �= ⊥ and
[[�x.C[x]N ]] = ⊥. By Proposition4.9, [[�x.C[x]]] is a well-bracketed strategy on[[T ⇒
nat]]WB, and by continuity, it has a compact approximant� such that〈�, [[M]]WB〉;App �=
⊥ and〈�, [[N ]]WB〉 = ⊥. By definability of compact strategies in the well-bracketed model
[3], � is definable as a valueV : T ⇒ nat such that[[V ]] = �; 
 and hence by adequacy
of the well-bracketed model,V M ⇓ andV N �⇓. �
Neither of the models of PCFv areuniversal, because they are not effectively presented,

and so there are strategies on[[nat ⇒ nat]], for example, which don’t correspond to com-
putable functions. However, it would seem to be largely a formality to obtain a universality
result for an effectively presented version of the model inFam(WB) using the method-
ology for call-by-name PCF[6,14]. This would give us an easy proof that the linear CPS
translation is universal—i.e. for every�natAff term at a translated typeM : T , there exists a
PCF termN : T such thatN "L M.

6. Further directions

We will now sketch some directions in which the semantics of linear CPS may be de-
veloped, to model languages with different features such as recursive types, call-by-name
evaluation, state and limited control features.

6.1. Recursive types

We describe briefly how to interpret the addition of recursive types to�Aff , and how
this allows us to analyse the completeness properties of untyped calculi. Our motivating
example is the linear CPS translation of the untyped version of�v (as in[8]).
We add recursive types to�Aff by the addition of type-variables and a fixpoint operator

on pointed types, which are thus given by the grammar:

P ::= X | R | T �P | P&P | A ⇒ P | �X.P.

We extend the typing rules for�Aff terms:

�;��M : �X.P

�;��M : P [�X.P/X]
�;��M : P [�X.P/X]

�;��M : �X.P
.

The CPS translation of untyped�v may be typed in�Aff by settingD = �X.(X ⇒ (X ⇒
R)�R) and translating each termMwith free variablesx1, . . . xn as a�Aff term-in-context
x1 : D, . . . , xn : D�M : (D ⇒ R)�R [8].
To interpret recursive types inCG, we use the “information-system-like” approach studied

in depth in[22], which allows domain equations to be solved up to equality. First, we define
an inclusion order onC-arenas.
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Definition 6.1. A1�A2 if:
• MA1 ⊆ MA2,
• �A1 = �A2 ∩ ((MA1)∗ × MA1),
• ∼A1=∼A2 ∩(MA1 × MA1).
This order is inherited inFam(CG): {Ai | i ∈ I } {Bj | j ∈ J } if I = J andAi Bi for
eachi ∈ I .

If A�B then there are obvious inclusion and projection morphismsA →in B →out A

such thatin; out = idA andout; in ⊆ idB .

Proposition 6.2. C-Arenas form a large cpo, ordered by�, and each of the functors& ,�
and! are continuous with respect to�.

Thus we can define a least fixed point operator by iteration.

Definition 6.3. Given a continuous functorF : Fam(CG)OP × Fam(CG) → {WO}, let
�(F ) ∈ {WO} = ⊔

i∈� F i(1).

ThenF(�(F ),�(F )) = �(F ) (moreover, this is aminimal invariantfor F [26]) and so
we have a sound model of�Aff , based on the interpretation of types withn free variables
as mixed-variance functors from(Fam(CG)OP × Fam(WO))n to {WO} via the functors
& ,� and⇒, and minimal invariant�.
As for PCF,we can show that linear CPS interpretation of the untyped�v-calculus inCG is

equivalent, via� embedding, to the model inWB obtained by solving the domain equation
D = D ⇒ D⊥ [22], and thereby prove full abstraction for the translation. However,
allowing only pointed recursive types is too restrictive to allow the linear CPS of PCF to be
extended to ametalanguagewith recursive types such as FPC[28], which contain unpointed
recursive types such as�X.X + 1. We require a notion of recursive type for�Aff which
admits this, but not e.g.�X.(X ⇒ (1+ 1)).

6.2. Call-by-name CPS interpretation

There are two different CPS interpretations for call-by-name languages which one might
wish to “linearize”; the “extensional” CPS interpretation of Streicher and Reus[31], and
Plotkin’s original call-by-name CPS translation[27]. The linear CPS semantics of the for-
mer is a fairly straightforward development from call-by-value. For example we may in-
terpret the continuations at call-by-name PCF types:[[nat]]c = �i∈I o, and[[A ⇒ B]]c =
!([[A]]c�o) ⊗ [[B]]c. 7
Terms in contextx1 : S1, . . . xn : Sn�M : T are then interpreted as morphisms from
!([[S1]]c�o) ⊗ . . .⊗!([[Sn]]c�o) to [[T ]]c�o, following Streicher and Reus[31]. As ex-
pected, this is equivalent to the original Hyland–Ong interpretation inWB, via embedding
inWO!.

7 Note that this does not correspond to a type of�Aff —we require a different source language to describe the
corresponding call-by-name linear cps translation.
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The non-extensional (Plotkin-style) linear CPS interpretation of call-by-name presents
some more subtle problems. The corresponding translation may be presented as follows:
• x = x,
• �x.M = �k.(k �x.M),
• M N = �k.(M (�m.((m N) k))).
We have four possible translations for the lazy function typeS ⇒ T in �Aff , corresponding
to four different representations of lifting:((S ⇒ T )�R)�R, ((S ⇒ T ) ⇒ R)�R,
((S ⇒ T )�R) ⇒ R, and((S ⇒ T ) ⇒ R) ⇒ R.
If we adopt the second of these (which corresponds to the call-by-value linear CPS

translation in that lifting is represented as(_ ⇒ R)�R) then the translation is not fully
abstract. This does not introduce first-class continuations, but the translation of “sequential
composition” (which tests its first argument for convergence to a value and then evaluates
the second):

M;N = �k.M �m.N k

can be typed. The presence of sequential composition is sufficient to change the observa-
tional equivalence in the language[4], and thus to break full abstraction for the translation
into �Aff . 8 Conversely, we may adopt the third typing, which admitscall/cc, but not
sequential composition (this approach is used by Laurent and Regnier[21] to give a CPS
translation of the��-calculus), or the fourth, which admits both.
Theminimal typing of the translation of the lazy function type in�Aff isS ⇒ T = (S ⇒

T )�R)�R. Note, however, that we can still type the translation of sequential composition
in �Aff ; in order to obtain a fully abstract translation, we need to restrict the weakening rule
in our target calculus to non-linear variables. Therefore to give an accurate semantics of the
linear CPS translation of the lazy�-calculus, we require a model of the linear/non-linear
�-calculus which does not allow weakening. We can construct such a semantics based on
coherence games andcompleteplays.

Definition 6.4. A (Player)completejustified sequence over aC-arenaA is a coherent se-
quencessuch that for everyO-movea in s, if b is aP-move enabled bya such thatb �∼ b,
then there is aP-movec in ssuch thatc is enabled bya, andc �∼ b.

The linear CPS transform corresponds to a functor into our linear category from the
category of well-bracketed andpersistentstrategies used by di Gianantonio and Ong[25]
to give a definability result for the lazy�-calculus. Representing strategies via complete
plays introduces a significant amount of technical complication, and so this work will be
presented elsewhere.

8 In fact, a satisfactory categorical account of the semantics of the pure lazy�-calculus using a lifted function
type has proved elusive, because sequential composition is derivable from the functoriality of lifting acting on a
CCC. The linear CPS interpretation resolves this problem by separating the linear category (on which lifting acts
as a functor) from the cartesian closed one.
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6.3. Semantics of backwards jumps

As we have already observed in our examples, jumping behaviour in the game seman-
tics corresponds to allowing structural rules (duplication and promotion) at only limited
types such as the response type for continuations. We may admit such rules whilst retain-
ing the property that continuations are called only once during evaluation (provided that
general references are not available, otherwise jumps are likely to be sufficient to express
first-class continuations). We may use this observation to give linear CPS semantics of
functional languages without general first-class continuations but with backwards jumps.
This makes many of the advantages of non-local control flow available, whilst avoiding the
more complex behaviour which arises when continuations may be called multiple times.
In the setting of call-by-value PCF, for example, we may type the CPS translation of

first-ordercall/cc : ((nat ⇒ T ) ⇒ nat) ⇒ nat

call/ccM = �k.M (�m.(m �ab.(k a)) k)

provided we allow contraction at the answer typenat ⇒ R: i.e. we add a structural rule:

�, x : (nat ⇒ R);��M : T
�;�, x : (nat ⇒ R)�M : T .

From a syntactic perspective, this translation is not very satisfactory—it is clearly necessary
toheavily restrict	-reduction in thecalculus inorder topreservesubject reduction.However,
the semantic interpretation is very simple—wehave already observed that forcingOpponent
to obey the visibility conditionmeans that there is a copycat betweeno ⇒ o ando�o. Since
[[nat ⇒ R]] = {�i∈�o}, we may interpret the above structural rule (as a copycat strategy
from (�i∈�o) ⇒ o to (�i∈�o)�o) in a category of games in which both participants are
subject to visibility.

6.4. Linear CPS translation and state

One of the most significant developments in game semantics has been in modelling
languages with state, such as Idealized Algol[2], and ML-style higher-order references
[5]. It is natural to consider whether the game semantics of linear CPS can be extended to
these models: can we give a game semantics of an imperative version of�Aff , so that linear
CPS interpretation via such a language corresponds to the direct (well-bracketed) models
of state?
The key feature of the games model of Idealized Algol is that the “knowing” strategies

used to interpret stateful programs are not dependent only on the Player view but on the
whole history of play. Moreover, the correspondence between knowing behaviour and the
use of state is captured by afactorizationresult, used to prove definability of compact
strategies and hence full abstraction: all knowing strategies can be obtained as the result
of interaction between an innocent strategy and a reference cell, represented as a strategy
cell : I → var (wherevar is the interpretation of the type of natural number references).
To give a model of imperative�Aff we need to characterize those strategies which are the

result of interaction between acoherentinnocent strategy and a reference cell.
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Definition 6.5. A knowing strategy is coherent if whenevers, t ∈ �, andsa is coherent,
and�sab� = �t�, thensabis coherent.

(KnowingC-strategies are defined in the same way as innocentC-strategies.) We then
have the following factorization property: a knowing strategy� : I → A is coherent if and
only if there exists an innocent coherent strategy�̂ : var → A such thatcell; �̂ = �.
Thus knowing and coherent strategies form a category (with the same coherence structure

asCG) in which we may give an interpretation of�Aff extended with ground-type reference
variables, with a universality result for compact strategies. As in the innocent case, we have
a full and faithful functor into our category from a category of well-bracketed games and
knowing strategies, which sends the model of RML described in[3] to a linear CPSmodel.
Any extension to general referenceswould seemmore problematic. Modelling references

at higher types requires the condition of Player-visibility to be dropped, and so there does
not seem to be any way of recovering the bracketing condition from coherence. Thus, whilst
we may construct a coherence games model of�Aff with references, it does not correspond
via linear CPS translation to an intuitionistically typed source language, but to one which
already has first-class linear continuations. These may, however, be useful in the control of
interference between references[32].
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